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A (stochastic) operator-theoretic approach leads to expresssions for inverses 
of linear and nonlinear stochastic operators-useful for the solution of linear 
or nonlinear stochastic differential equations. Operator equations are developed 
for inverses of linear or nonlinear stochastic operators. Series expressions are 
obtained which allow writing the solution y = 5r’-‘x of the operator equation 
5ry = x. Special cases are studied in which 9 may be linear or nonlinear, 
deterministic or stochastic in various combinations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The most interesting types of stochastic differential equations are those 
involving a stochastic operator1 by virtue of stochastic behavior in the coefficients 
of the differential operator. Such equations, involving stochastic processes also 
in the initial conditions and forcing function, have been solved by an iterative 
method due to Adomian [l]. The treatment is quite general and particularly 
valuable for applications since it avoids many restrictive assumptions such as 
smallness of random effects, restrictions on the nature of the process, and closure 
approximations. 
This paper deals with an operator-theoretic approach which is computationally 
useful and quite general. It is, in fact, applicable to any stochastic system; in 
principle the system need not be modeled by a differential equation although we 
will wish to show a correspondence of results for that case. 
If  we allow the (linear) stochastic operator 3 to be the stochastic dzzkrential 
operator xz=, a,(t, w) dY/dtY, where a,(t, w) are stochastic processes for Y = 
O,l,..., n- 1 with tET and UJE(Q,F,~) a probability space, the present 
method yields the iterative series solution of Adomian for the stochastic dif- 
ferential equation (s.d.e.), but will be shown to be more general. In the process 
we derive also a useful relationship between the inverse stochastic operator 2-l 
r Key: Script letters are used for stochastic operators. Italic letters are used for deter- 
ministic operators. P’, L, B.’ are linear operators. F, J: N, J are nonlinear operators. 
For example, F is nonlinear stochastic, 2 is linear stochastic, L is linear deterministic, etc. 
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and the deterministic operator L = c:~P, and .%? = 9’ - L. Using this relation 
in the parametrized form and using a power series expansion, we can obtain an 
iterative series solution for the (stochastic) inverse operator 9-l for the (linear) 
stochastic operator 9 explicitly in terms of the random operator 35’ and the 
inverse L-l of the deterministic operator L. Hence ZLW arrive at a method for 
ezjaluating imel-se stochastic operators and the solution of the gizjen stochastic 
system. We have previously discussed [l] both a black box (stochastic fiber) 
(input/output) system X withy = 2.r and the differential equation formulation 
9y = x where 9-l G 2. The results will be shown later to be applicable to 
any stochastic systenz [I] admitting the decomposition 9 = L +- W, where L 
is invertible. This paper, however, will deal with the stochastic differential 
operators, linear or nonlinear, including the linear operator 9 above. 
II. LINEAR CASE 
I f  9 is the stochastic differential operator zf=, a,(t, w) dY/dt” given above, and 
we consider the s.d.e. 5?y = s, where x(t), or s(t, w), is a stochastic process (s.p.) 
satisfying previously stated [ 1, 21 conditions and possessing given statistical 
measures [ 1, 21, we make the decomposition, as in Adomian’s earlier work [I], 
9 = L + 3, where L is deterministic and assumed to be invertible and W 
is random. We take L = xrCO ,.‘,a,(t, w)) dY/dt” and 2 = xr:i m,(t, w) dv/dtu. 
Thus a, = (a,> + a,(t, w) and the ai, are zero mean s.p. representing the 
fluctuation in each coefficient (after the first) which may be random. 
The differential equation 9y = x is equivalent to the input/output equation 
y  = XX, where x is the input and y  the output. Assuming 9 is invertible (and 
L-l exists), we seek to determine Y-l = X. 
With the above decomposition of Yy = x into Ly + By = x, we have 
y  = L-lx - L-l+. Since y  = Z-ls, we can substitute 9-l~ for F on the right 
side. Then y  = L-lx - L~lS%-ls = (L-l - L-‘WYP-~) X. Thus we have the 
operator equation 
T-1 = L-1 _ L-lwy-1 
or equivalently 
yp zzz L-1 - L-lg&@ (1) 
following from the above decomposition as a useful relation connecting the 
inverse stochastic operator 9-l to the inverse of the deterministic operator L, 
and to W, the random part of the differential operator. This equation is some- 
what analogous to the Lipman-Schwinger equation of scattering theory and 
it can be shown that a whole family of such equations exists for the various 
combinations of linear and nonlinear, stochastic and deterministic forms of the 
operator equation Fy = x in which 3-l is to be determined. 
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It is interesting to note that (1) can be written as a formal operator identity 
1-r = B-l + B-l(B - 8) k1 with 9 = A and L = B allowing various useful 
rearrangements to be made (e.g., in Section II, with =1 = .W and B = -9’ to solve 
the equation .B’y = x). We now use (1) to find the inverse. 
Let us parametrize (I) with the parameter h. 1ve have 
.z = XL-1 - XL~l.!z?X. 
Assume the parametrized decomposition -P = z X’zZ, . Then 
(2) 
Expanding and equating corresponding powers of h we obtain immediately 
& z.z (- 1),-l (L-*g)n-l L-1. 
The X is simply a device for tagging appropriate terms for grouping together. We 
can then let ,\ = 1. Consequently, we have the inverse (stochastic) operator 
iF=x”+x;+x2+“. 
= L-1 _ (L-12) L-1 + (L-lg)2L-l _ (p9553L-l . . . . 
Hence the solution y  = XX of the stochastic differential equation 9y = x is 
given b! 
y  = y. + ,f (-l)“(L-‘S’)iya 
i=l 
(4) 
with y. == Lp’.r. Although this solution had previously been given by Adomian 
[2], the inverse operator method is much more useful since it can be generalized 
to a wider class of nonlinear systems as well as to stochastic operators other than 
differential operators. Obviouslp when considering the special case of a linear 
stochastic differential operator for which a solution has been previously obtained 
one must verify the same results.2 
Equivalently, in the s.d.e. Ipy = .Y or (L + W) y  = s, we write the para- 
metrized equation y  = AL-‘s - AL+S?y with y  = r,n AFly,, . The first- and 
* Equation (4) is also formally obtainable from an identity of Feynman, not intended 
for the stochastic case. 
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second-order statistical measures are easily obtained with the equivalent 
“stochastic filter” X corresponding to the inverse 2-l of the differential 
operator 2. 
III. LINEAR PURELY RANDOM EQUATION 
In this section, we derive expressions for B-l which can be used to solve the 
random equation L@y = x which has no deterministic part. We can begin imme- 
diately with the operator identity 
g-1 = p-1 + p-(-E” - 9) s-1 
= i%f + 2rL9-1. 
(5) 
For convenience let W-l be called 28. Then 
2f??=2P+xLs~. (6) 
Parametrizing, 
xg =; AX + AsPLgg. (7) 
If .S$g = ho.%&0 + X1%&r + h2tig2 + em* we have 
AOA?g + A’iggl + PLJf?g” + *.. = hsf + MLsfg + PsL@&l+ *a. 
so that 
etc., and finally 
where tig will converge faster than X. 
Alternatively we can begin with the identity3 
w-1 = -L-l fL-lpgy-1 
or 
.qg = -L-l + L-l22f&. 
a A-1 = --B-l + B-‘(B -f- A)A-*. Let A = 92 and B = L. 
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Thus X& can be expressed either in terms of 2 or 9 (Eqs. (6) or (10)). Para- 
metrizing again with S$ expanded as X”%?O + X*%&l + XaS~” + ..., we get 
etc. Hence 
2f& = c (- 1) [I + L-‘W]n-IL-1. (11) 
We can write the random or fluctuating part only of the solution y  by ysp = 
A$x or 
y* = c (- 1) [l + L-‘W]n-IL-lx. (12) 
We now show that the inverse operator can be determined also for the more 
interesting case where the operator is nonlinear as well as stochastic. 
IV. NONLINEAR CASE 
In the nonlinear stochastic differential equation [l-3], 9y = 9y + J+‘> = 
x(t), where .r(t, w), t E T, w E (Q, F, p), a probability space, is a stochastic 
process, Y is a linear stochastic operator, and N is a nonlinear stochastic 
operator, we investigate the inversion of 9 and the resulting solution y  = S-lx. 
(As before, we assume the linear operator 2 is decomposable into L + 2, where 
L is deterministic and W is the stochastic part of 9.) 
From the assumption that 9 is any nonlinear (stochastic) operator amenable 
to the decomposition 9 = 5? + JV = L + 9? + J” we write 
>’ = L-1.x - L-lgy - L-1,.$ ‘\‘. 
Substituting J = F--ix on the right, 
y =L-lx -LL-'g%-'x -L-lti$ .p-l"y 
=(L-1 -L-13%-1 -L-ld$‘~-l)x 
so that the bracketed quantity is an operator identity4 for .9-i. 
Parametrizing the operator equation, we have 
%-lx = L-lx - ~L-l&y-‘~ - XL-l, 4r9F1x. (13) 
1 Equivalently A-’ = B-l + B-l(B - A)k’. Let A = .F and B = L. Then 9-l = 
L-1 + L-‘(L - 96&F-1 or F-1 = L-1 - L-*(9 + N).F-‘. 
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Let y  = x.;‘=, Aiyi with y. = L-lx. ifT:e view the parametrization above as 
simply a convenient device for grouping terms in the individual ,yi . We have 
also assumed 3-l exists so T = .F-‘s. Now assume the decomposition 
y  ZYz ,F-l.v x 1 ,\R.&-l.y = .Fo-‘.x + ,\,ql.v + h”.$y’x + . . 
(Thus after h is set equal to 1, F-l = x:n FL’.) We have 
y” = .q’?c = L-lx, 
)I1 = .FpT, 
17 = .g-y -2 2 ‘, 
etc., which gives us the series solution. Equation (13) is rewritten as 
x An3$-lx = L% - AL-13 c A”.~*-‘x - AL-l&y. (14) 
In the last term, A’j = kTF-‘X is a nonlinear function of y, say f(r), where 
where y  = yO + hyl + h”y2 + ... is a function of the parameter A. We will now 
assume that Ary is analytic in A and can be represented by x ulzXn.5 Equation 
(14) then becomes 
C A”.Fnplx = I,-?v - /\L-lW x A”.F[‘.v - AL-l C a,X”. (15) 
Equating powers of A, 
9-l 
0 
- L-1, i.e., 9o-‘x r L-lx = y. ) 
Fn:lx = --L-‘[myx + a,], n > 0. 
Equivalently, 
1 _n+l = -L-lpyn + a,]. 
The desired inverse 9-l = ~~==, .F;‘, where 
-52, [*I = -L-l{my[ .] + a,). 
The coefficients a,, are given b! 
a,, = uo(.Fo-?~) = a,(y,), 
a, = ul(.Fo-?q .F1-‘x) = nl(yo ) yl), 
a2 = a&F”-lx, .Epx, .s=.2-‘x) = u2( y. , y1 , yz), 
(16) 
5 Analytic if it is deterministic, or stochastically analytic otherwise, e.g., m.s. analytic, 
which requires the correlation to be analytic. 
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etc., and are evaluated as follows: 
EXAMPLE I. J-y G f(y) = y'. 
a, = y,,‘, 
a, = 24’0y1 , 
u* = 3’12 + 2yoy2 ) 
a3 = mu2 + YoY3h 
EXAMPLE 2. Jt*y =f(-y) = e”. 
a, = evu 
a, := e”o~ -1, 
a, := $ey0(-v12 + 2yr), 
~3 = ke’/0(y13 + 6yly2 + 6y3), 
The solution in general is 
y  = 9-1.r zz L-lx - L-1 f  [63wy x -+ a,]. 
n =a 
If ,V = 0 
\’ = F-1.x = y. - L-lgy, - L-'gyl - L-l@, . . . 
z y. - L-lBy, + L-qy,-‘gyo . . . 
= f  (- l)i (L-‘94?)~ y. , 
i=O 
which was Adomian’s series [l] for the linear case. Also for the nonlinear case 
where polynomial nonlinearities are involved as in Example 1, results have been 
given previously by Adomian [I]. Carrying Example 1 to several stages of 
approximation, we get the following. 
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(1) First-stage approximation: 
?’ = y, = L-lx. 
(2) Second-stage approximation: 
?’ = I’” - L-1[9t&-1x + U”] 
= yo - (L-‘W) yo - L-la, 
= yo - (L-?9?) y. - L-lyo2 
= L-lx - (L-%?q (L-lx) - L-‘(L-lx) (L-lx). 
(3) Third-stage approximation: 
y = 3’0 - L-‘[s&%pY + a,] - L-+%3+ + a,] 
= Yo - L-YgYo + Yo21 - L-lF@y, + 2YoYJ 
= yo - (L-%2) y. + (L-%3?) yo* + (L-%2) (L-9) y. 
= L-ly,2 + 2(L-%?) L-lyo2 + 2L-IL-ly,“. 
(4) Fourth-stage approximation: The term added to the previous appro- 
ximation is ya given by 
where 
y3 = --L-1[9e2 + %I = --L-‘[9h + Yl” + &-JJ23, 
y2 = --L-l[9y, + 4 = --L-l[9y, + 2YoYJ, 
y1 = -L-l[LJ?y, + a,] = --L-‘[By, + yo2]. 
Substitution yields 
ya = (L-1W)3 y. + 6(L-19?)2L-1y02 + 9(L-19?)L-1L-lyo3 + 5L-lL-lyo4. 
These results can be compared with the results of Adomian and Sibul obtained 
by another method [4]. 
V. SYSTEMATIC SOLUTION OF GENERAL SYSTEMS 
Nonlinear stochastic differential, and integral, equations arise in modeling of 
problems in many diverse areas. It is of extreme interest therefore to solve the 
resulting systems. This paper systematically investigates the nonlinear stochastic 
operator equation Fy = X, where s is a nonlinear stochastic operator and x 
is a stochastic process. The inverse operator method is used to find g-r and 
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consequently the solution y  and its statistics for all the linear, nonlinear, deter- 
ministic, and stochastic versions of the above equation. 
We suppose 9 is decomposable into a linear stochastic operator 2 and a 
nonlinear stochastic operator A*. Thus S = 2 + A-. Further, as in earlier 
work, 9 itself is decomposable into dp = L + 3’ with L deterministic and 
invertible and W zero mean and random. Let L = \:-!Q, ~2 = 2.Z -L, and 
(W> = 0. Evidently now we can investigate many interesting combinations. 
The nonlinear stochastic operator 9 may or may not be a &TeerentiaZ operator. 
~5’ may be stochastic or deterministic. Let A” = N + J&Y, where N is deter- 
ministic and A is stochastic. I f  M is zero, we have the linear stochastic equation 
Py = x previously considered [l] f  or 2 erentiul operators 2. A special case d;ff 
(2’ = 0) yields the linear deterministic differential equation Ly = x. I f  the 
linear (stochastic) operator 2 is zero, we have the nonlinear stochastic equation 
My = N or the nonlinear deterministic equation Ny = x. We will consider the 
following special cases in two categories where the systems considered may be, 
but are not restricted to, differential operators. 
Category 1. 9~~+Jlry=[L+W+N+A]y=.r 
(4 9 = 0 or Ly + Ny + boy = x, 
@I N =0 or Ly + 9y +My =x, 
(4 A’=0 or Ly +B’y + Ny =x, 
(d) 22, N = 0 or Ly + .A’y = x, 
(e) 9f’,A’ =0 or Ly + Ny =x, 
( f ) A” =0 or Ly + 9?y =x, 
(g) 9, JV = 0 or Ly = x. 
(L f 0). 
Category 2. By + Ny + .A?y = .r (L = 0). 
(4 B’=O or Ny + A’y = x, 
(b) N = 0 or By + Ay = x, 
(cl A=0 or Sy+Ny=x, 
(d) B, N = 0 or &y = x, 
(e) W, A? = 0 or Ny = X, 
( f) .M=O or S?y=x. 
Category 1 
Consider the system Sy = x, where 9 = L + 9 + N + A. Assume 9 
has an inverse which we seek to find. 
409/76/1-13 
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(17) 
(18) 
&Y + gy + NY + =JQJ = -t', 
Ly = x - s?y - ivy - Afy, 
y = L-lx _ L-19~ _ L-lNy _ L-‘Ay. 
Since y  = F-lx, (1) becomes 
$-i-lx EL-lx -L-lg$-lx - L-lNF-lx -,l-l&'~-la 
or the operator relation 
P-1 =L-1 -L-139-1 -L-INS-l -L-l~$?-l. 
(19) 
This operator equation is of considerable interest and we will see that there 
are a whole family of such equations. 
Consider the family of parametric equations of the form of (18) with para- 
meter h. Thus 
$-lx =L-lx - u-l%'$-'x - hL-'Ns-lx - u-l~[g-l~. (20) 
Assume 
y = -f yyi 
i=O 
and F--lx = 1 xn2q1x, (21) 
which we view simply as a convenient decomposition. Further [3] assume 
NJ~ = C a,Xn and My = C b,X”, i.e., Ny is analytic in the parameter X and 
JZy is stochastic analytic in h. Substituting (21) into (20) we get 
1 h”F;lx = L-4 - AL-l9 c h”F;lx - XL-l c a,Xn - XL-l c b,h”. 
Equating like powers of X we derive 
y. = Fo-‘x = L-lx, 
y1 = 9:‘~ = -L-1[~9[1x + a, + b,], 
y2 = 9;‘~ = -L-1[9fP~1x + a, + b,], 
Szlx = -L-1[.t2F[1x + a, + b,J. 
Letting h=l, ~-1=5;1+~~1+~;1+..., 
(22) 
St-lx = L-lx - (L-%4?) f’ 9;‘~ - L-l 5 [an + b,]. 
?I=0 ?I=0 
(23) 
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To evaluate the coefficients a, , b, observe that y  = y(h) hence 
etc. Similarly 
NJ7 = f(Y@N and AY = idYW 
a0 = f(Y(W~=O = f(Yoh 
a1 ==f'(Yc9h=o = @WY) (~YlWA=O I 
60 = JAYO)! 
bl = (4NY) b+/~%=o > 
etc. Of course g(y) is stochastic. Examples might be by”, hey, ebu with b 
stochastic. 
Special Cases. (a) &’ = 0 a.s. Then from (19) and (23) we have 
S-1 =L-1 -L-l~V~-l -L-lJ[$-1 
and the series 
y zzz s-lx xz L-1 x - (L-92) f  F;‘x -L-l 
?I=0 
to solve the system 
or 
Ly + Jvy = .x 
of l(a). 
Ly + Ny + A’y = x 
(b) N = 0. From (19) 
F-1 =L-1 -L-'&y=-1 -L-ldg-l 
and from (23) the series 
y  = 9+x = L-?Y - (L-‘9) f  9;‘~ - L-l f’ b, 
?l=O n=0 
to solve the system 
or 
9y + .hYy = x 
of l(b). 
Ly + B?y + Jay = x 
(c) .M = 0 a.s. Then 
F-1 EL-1 -L-l,$,'&+Fl -L-1Np-1 
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and the series 
y = gr--‘x = L-lx - (L-+2?) f 9;‘x -L--l f a, 
n-.0 ?I=0 
to solve the system 
or 
9-y + Ivy = x 
Ly + B?y + Ivy = x 
of l(c). 
(d) Now we consider any two of W, N, A to be identically zero instead 
of only one of them as in the first three cases. First let LV = 0 a.s. and N = 0; 
then 
g-1 =L-1 -.L-l.,g~-l 
and the series 
y = 9-4 = L-lx - L-1 f b, 
n-0 
to solve the system 
Ly + Ji?y = x 
of l(d). 
(e) W = 0, A = 0 a.s. yields 
s-1 =L-1 -L-l~gF-l 
and the series 
y zzz 9-Q 1 L-lx - L-1 f a, 
?I=0 
to solve the system 
Ly+Jfly=x 
of l(e). 
(f) N = 0, A = 0 a.s. or equivalently JV = 0 yields 
s-1 =L-1 -L-lg&g-I 
and the series 
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to solve 
or 
sy=x 
LJ’ + By = x 
of l(f). 
(g) 9-l = L-l solves Ly = x. 
Category 2 
Since the iterative method normally uses L-lx as the first term, this category 
(not involving L) requires special consideration. We now have LJ?y + NJ! = x 
or equivalently 
By + NJ1 + Ay = x. 
c Again assume .F is invertible with inverse & - t. Assume the auxiliary solwable 
system Ly = x. Then 
Ly + By + Ny + A!y - Ly = x, 
y  = L-lx - L-%Vy - L-lNy - L-l.A!y + y. 
(24) 
Since y  = s-lx, 
T-1 =L-1 -L-lgp-l -L-l~r.y-l -L-lAF-l + 9-l. (25) 
With the decomposition %-lx = C hnF;% for the parametric family 
,*-lx = L-lx - ~-l~$,Z-lx _ XL-lN.$T-lx - jU-l&%-lx + ,@-lx 
we have 
= L-lx - XL-?%? c AnFllx - XL-l C a,X” - XL-l x b,X” + X C h”s;&. 
We derive 9-l E L-1 and 0 
Pzlx = -(L-‘9) 9;lx - L-‘(a, + b,) + 9;l.x. 
Consequently the system 
*sy + ivy + dy = s 
is solved by 
y  = p--1x 
=L+x - (L-l%‘) f  3;‘~ -L-l f  (a, + b,) + f  9;l.x. 
li=O n=o ,t=0 
(26) 
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Special Cases. (a) 3’ = 0 as. From (25) 
y = F-lx = L-1.x - L--l i. (4 + bJ + f E-lx 
72=0 
solves the system A”y = x or 
Ny + di’y = x 
of 2(a) by the use of the auxiliary solvable system involving L. 
(b) -%’ = 0 yields 9-1 = L-1 - L-19&9-’ - L-‘d$Fl + p-1 and the 
series 
y  = 9-x = L-1 x - (L-9) c F;‘x - L-1 c b, + 2 F;lx 
?I=0 71=0 9Z=O 
solves the svstem 
92y + Jify = s 
of 2(b). 
(c) A = 0 a.s. Then 
7-1 EL-1 -L-l~$$-l -L-1NF-1 + F-1 
and the series 
m 
J = 6-1.y = L-1 x - (L-l&q f  3y.v - L-l 
n=o 
?ZO an + f  K’.T 
l&=0 
solves the system 
d?y + NV = x 
of 2(c). 
(d) .S? = 0 as. N = 0. Then 
9-l =L-1 -L-lJtF-l + $$$A 
and the series 
‘\’ = g-1.z = L-lx - L-1 f  b, + f  9;lx 
7Z=O n=o 
solves the shestem 
.dy = .Y 
of 2(d). 
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(e) L%’ = 0 and M = 0 as. Then 
$7-1 =L-I -L-lN%-1 + ,F-I 
and the series 
?’ zxz g-r = L-1.x - L-l f .  a, + Ifa FiF’x 
solves the system 
Ny = x 
of 2(e). 
(f) N = 0, A! = 0 a.s. (equivalent to A” = 0). Then 
9-l =L-1 -L--l&p-l + 9-l 
and the series 
y  = F% = L-lx - (L-%2) f  q-lx + f  9;‘x 
?I=0 ?l=O 
solves the system 
of 2(f). 
s?y=x 
Remark I. Supposing the solution of LZ’y = x is known (i.e., 9-l is known), 
we assume the introduction of a control or constraint changes the system to 
Fy = 2-y + Jvy = x (where JV = N + A!). It will be convenient to express 
9-l as a function of 8-r and M. Thus F-r = .F-l(Pl, Jtr). We have 
(27) 
yielding the operator relation 
F-1 = Z-l- p-lJfrp-l 
where 90-l is known and JV or N + A? is given. By the now familiar parametric 
method we find 9;’ = L?LP-r and 
J’ = S-lx = LZfilx - 2-l 2 (a, + b,). 
11 =a 
(28) 
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Special cases. (1) N = 0. 
.9-1x z p-1.y _ y-1 
f b,, 
n=o 
solving 
~y+Jry=x. 
(2) A = 0 as. 
solving 
F-1 = p-1 - g-lN&?r-l, 
.%-lx = s-lx - 9-l f a, , 
?I=0 
2’~ + Ny = x. 
Remark II. In the Category 2 solutions, the solvable system which we 
introduce need not be linear. Consider, for example, the equation 
cFy = By + Ny + dtiy = x. 
Suppose G is a nonlinear operator and the equation Gy = x is a solvable system 
with G-1 linear. We write 
Gy + S!y + Ny + My - Gy = s, 
Gy=x- i2y - Ny - .My + Gy, 
y  = G-lx - G-%?y - G-lN?, - G-lsef!y + y. 
Parametrizing, 
St-lx = G-lx - AG-%hW-‘x - XG-1Ny - XG-l.Ay + AS--lx. 
Then 
= G-lx - XG-?B? 1 XnSL1x - XG-l c a,Xn - XG-lx b,X ’ + A C hn9;‘x. 
Hence 
Fe-lx = G-lx, 
.F~& = -G-199~1x - G-la,, - G-lb, + 9;‘~. 
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Consequently, 
y z G-lx _ G-‘W f $Z”-lx _ G-1 = 
?I=0 S=O 
is the solution of the nonlinear equation Fy = X, in the form y  = y. + yi + 
ys + ... (with y. = G-lx as the known solution of the solvable system). 
Remark III. Nonlinear operators other than differential operators. 
We said earlier that the nonlinear equation .Fy = x need not be a differential 
equation. Consider the example 9y = Xy = ev. Thus 
This equation is of Category 2 type, specifically 2(e) in Table I. The solution is 
found from 
-\’ = L-1.x - L-1 i. an + ~oR?x. 
I f  we indicate by I& the approximation of y  given by y. + yi + ys + *.. + yn 
or S;‘.v + 1.. 9;‘~ we have 
I, = L-lx, 
f+‘(X) = .&-lx + F;‘x = y. - L-la, + Jo = 2yo - L-la, ) 
&(x) = F)-‘x + 9p.x + &-lx = 2yo - L-la, + &-1x, 
= 2y, - L-la, - L-la, + &-1x 
= 2yo - L-la, - L-la, - L-la, + y. 
= 3yo - 2L-la, -L-la, , 
where 
33-1x = --L-la, + ~~-lx = -Pa, - L-la, + Tl-‘x 
= --L-la, - L-la, - L-la, + y. . 
Consequently, 
$,(x) = 3y, - 2L-‘a, - L-la, - L-‘a, - L-la, - L-la, + y. 
= 4y, - 3L-la, - 2L-*a, - L-la, . 
The next one obviously would be 
&(.r) = 5yo - 4L-‘a, - 3L-la1 - 2L-la, - L-la, . 
TABLE I 
Summary of Solutions for Stochastic Equations 3y = x 
Equation Solution Process y(t, w) 
1. Ly + A’y + NJ 
+.Ay=x 
(a) Ly + Ny 
+ dry = s 
(b) Ly + .@J 
+ dy = x 
(c) Ly + dy 
+ Ny = J 
(d) Ly + .H-v = s 
(e) Ly --I Ny = I 
(f) Ly + .9y = N 
k) LY = 2% 
2. .2y + Ny + -fly = .I. 
(c) .#y + Ny = .Y 
(d) Ay = .Y 
(e) Ny = x 
(f) :+?y = s 
L-lx - L-1 c (a,, + b”) 
n=o 
L-lx - (L-‘.a) f .F,ls - L-l t 6, 
“=” ,,=” 
L -!r - (L-!q f s,!r - L-l $ n, 
n=o “=O 
T 
L-lx ~ L--l x b,, 
“=” ‘ 
L-TV - (I;-‘.#) i .T,1s 
n =” 
L-1-r 
% 
-I 
L x 
L-IX 
L-IX 
L-‘X 
L-‘S 
I,/r 
- 
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Eventually 
&+l = nyu - (71 - 1) L-%2, - (n - 2) LAz, **a - L-lanp2 . 
The ai for f(y) = ey have been found in Example 2 in Section IV. The chosen L 
in the auxiliary (solvable) equation Ly = x (for the same x(t) as in the original 
equation ,Vy = s) results in a particular series for L. Numerical solution with 
chosen L’s should yield the various series for y, or in this case, In x. 
Remark Il7. Statistics must be obtained from the solution process by 
appropriate ensemble averages [3]. 
Table I summarizes the possible equations and their solutions. \Ve emphasize 
that these “solutions” are an intermediate step used to get the desired statistical 
measures, particularly the expectation and the correlation of y(t, CO) in terms of a 
stochastic Green’s function. 
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